
A Range of Solutions  
from Supportworks
 
Supportworks designs, manufactures and distributes best-in-class 

foundation and concrete stabilization and repair products, while also 

providing software, business resources and consultative training 

and support to contractors who purchase those products. If you’ve 

been reading the lead articles and case studies in this newsletter for 

any period of time, you are well aware of Supportworks’ expertise 

in helical and push pier systems, which, of the products offered by 

Supportworks, are used most often in “commercial” applications. 

However, the fact is that those products are only part of a much larger 

solution offering –– in both the foundation and concrete divisions of 

the business. In this issue of GroundED, we’ll introduce you to several 

more products that are widely used as engineered solutions in retrofit 

foundation and concrete repair applications.

Learn more at supportworks.com. For technical information 

and additional commentary on these solutions, view the online 

technical manual at commercial.supportworks.com.
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T H E  S U P P O R T W O R K S  N E W S L E T T E R  F O R  D E S I G N  P R O F E S S I O N A L S

NEW CONSTRUCTION AND RETROFIT HELICAL PILES • HELICAL TIEBACKS • HELICAL SOIL NAILS  
HYDRAULICALLY DRIVEN PUSH PIERS • WALL STABILIZATION SYSTEMS • POLYLEVEL® POLYURETHANE FOAM INJECTION

Helical Piles are steel deep foundation elements with helix-shaped bearing plates designed to resist 

compression, tension and/or lateral loads. They are rotated into the ground by the application of torque 

and crowd (downward force). Hollow round shaft piles are generally used to support compression 

loads while solid square shaft tiebacks and anchors are generally used to support tension-only loading 

conditions. Helical piles are used in both new construction and retrofit applications. Standard sizes of 

round shaft helical piles range from 2.38 to 4.50 inches, although larger sizes are available.

 

A D VA N TA G E S :

• High, predictable capacity

• Low mobilization costs 
 
• Vibration-free and spoil-free installation

 
 
 
• Limited-access and all-weather installation

• Immediate construction after installation

Supportworks' 70,000-square-foot warehouse and distribution center
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An Introduction to 
Helical Foundation 
Systems 

1st Wednesday of every 
month 11:30 am (CT) 
and 1:30 pm (CT)

An Introduction to 
Polyurethane Foam 
Injection

2nd Wednesday of every 
month 11:30 am (CT)  
and 1:30 pm (CT)

An Introduction to 
Hydraulically Driven 
Push Pier Systems

3rd Wednesday of every 
month 11:30 am (CT)  
and 1:30 pm (CT)

Upcoming  
Webinar  
Opportunities

THE POLYLEVEL SYSTEM from Supportworks 

stabilizes, lifts and levels concrete slabs with 

high-strength polyurethane foam. Pea-sized 

holes are drilled through the slab and the foam 

is injected to fill the void underneath. The 

installation technique allows the foam to expand 

as it cures, precisely lifting the slab back up. 

PolyLevel can be installed in a few hours, and 

the repaired slabs are ready for use again 

after just 15 minutes. Regain property value, 

improve quality of life and restore peace of 

mind right away.

POLYLEVEL ADVANTAGES

Lift and Level  
Your Concrete

POLYLEVEL® SYSTEM

  Lightweight formula adds virtually 

no weight to supporting soils

  None of the ugly patchwork  

effect that’s common with  

concrete replacement

  Material will not wash out or dry  

out like mudjacking

  Lifts and supports heavy loads

  Environmentally friendly

  Concrete surfaces can be used  

within minutes

  Clean installation system minimizes 

disruption to slabs and property

PUSH PIER ADVANTAGES

PUSH PIER SYSTEM

Permanently Stabilize 
Your Foundation

THE PUSH PIER SYSTEM from Supportworks® will 

permanently stabilize a home’s settling foundation and,  

in many cases, raise it back up.

Engineered steel tube sections are hydraulically driven 

through steel foundation brackets, past unstable soils, to 

competent load-bearing soil or bedrock deep in the ground. 

Push piers stabilize the foundation from further 

settlement, help close cracks and improve function of 

windows and doors, and have the potential to lift the 

home back toward its original elevation. Regain property 

value, quality of life and peace of mind right away.

Guaranteed. 

The push pier system is backed by a 25-year  

product warranty from Supportworks as well as  

a service warranty from your local contractor.

  Addresses the root cause of 

foundation settlement

  Reaches much greater depths  

than other options

  Can be installed from inside  

or outside the home

  Engineered system ensures  

piers won’t bend

  Galvanized pier tubes  

resist corrosion

  Below-grade solution is  

concealed from sight

  Minimal disturbance  

and quick installation

  Load testing during installation 

ensures optimal performance 

  Can often raise foundation  

back up to level

POWERBRACE ADVANTAGES

THE POWERBRACE SYSTEM permanently stabilizes 

foundation walls. Zinc-plated steel beams are custom-fit 

to your basement height and tightly secured against the 

wall with brackets that are anchored to the basement floor 

below and first-floor framing above. 

This patented design can be tightened over time, 

permanently eliminating any further inward movement—

and potentially reversing the effects of wall failure— 

without invasive drilling or digging.

The PowerBrace system can be installed year- 

round, often within a single day. Regain lost property  

value, improve quality of life and restore peace of 

mind right away.

Guaranteed. 

The PowerBrace system is backed by a 25-year 

product warranty from Supportworks® as well as a 

service warranty from your local contractor.

POWERBRACE® SYSTEM

Permanently Stabilize 
Your Foundation Walls

 
 Effectively stabilize block  

and poured concrete walls

  No heavy equipment needed  

for installation

  No disturbance to lawn  

and landscaping

  Engineered top brackets  

distribute load evenly

  Zinc-plated system  

resists corrosion

  Can be tightened during dry 

seasons to straighten wall  

over time

GEOLOCK ADVANTAGES

GEOLOCK® WALL ANCHOR

Permanently Stabilize  
Your Foundation Walls

G E O L O C K  W A L L  A N C H O R S  protect foundation walls from 

further inward movement. Heavy-duty steel earth anchors 

are embedded in stable soil away from your foundation wall 

and then connected to steel wall plates with galvanized steel 

rods. Once tightened, the anchors hold the wall securely in 

place. The system can also be tightened during dry seasons 

to further straighten walls over time. 

GeoLock Wall Anchors can be installed year-round—

often within a single day—restoring lost property value 

and peace of mind right away.

Guaranteed. 

The GeoLock system is backed by a 25-year product 

warranty from Supportworks® as well as a service 

warranty from your local contractor.

  Effectively stabilize concrete  

block and poured concrete walls

  Minimal disturbance to home,  

lawn and landscaping

  Can be tightened over time  

to straighten wall

  Easily concealed or painted  

to match unfinished walls

  Galvanized steel resists  

corrosion

  HideAway™  
Wall Anchor Covers

Optional low-profile, snap-on 
cover design optimizes valuable 
living space, while allowing easy 
access for future tightening and 
adjustment.

The GeoLock® Wall Anchor System uses the concept of a “dead man” anchor by burying a steel 

anchor plate in a small hole that’s excavated away from the foundation wall. The earth anchor is 

then connected with a steel rod to another plate on the inside face of the wall. Tightening the system 

mobilizes the passive resistance of the soil in front of the earth anchor. The applied force of the anchor 

system exceeds the exterior forces on the wall to maintain wall stability and possibly even straighten 

the wall over time. 

 

A D VA N TA G E S :

• Stabilizes block or poured concrete walls

• Minimal disturbance to interior and exterior

• Easily concealed

• Active system can be tightened over time to  
 straighten wall

Push Piers are steel deep foundation elements used exclusively in retrofit applications to stabilize 

existing structures against further settlement and/or to provide additional foundation support when 

new load is added. Pier sections are hydraulically pressed into the ground through a bracket that’s 

secured against the foundation. The structure provides the reaction. Standard sizes for the hollow 

round shaft piers range from 2.38 to 4.00 inches.   

 

A D VA N TA G E S :

• Low mobilization costs

• End bearing element does not rely on   
 skin friction for capacity

• Drive and lock-off forces easily determined  
 with hydraulic equipment

• High tip pressures penetrate problem soils

• Portable equipment allows for limited-access  
 installations

• Piers are individually load-tested during  
 installation

The PowerBrace™ Wall Bracing System is installed entirely from inside the structure, utilizing 

vertically-oriented steel beams as back-up support for the foundation wall. The PowerBrace beam is 

secured against the bottom of the wall with a bracket attached to the concrete floor slab. The top of 

the beam is then connected to the floor joists and a tightening bolt within the top bracket is used to 

apply force to the beam to push back against the wall. 

 

A D VA N TA G E S :

• Stabilizes block or poured concrete walls

• Limited-access installation; no heavy   
 equipment needed

• No disturbance to exterior

• Engineered top brackets distribute load evenly

• Active system can be tightened to straighten  
 wall over time
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To sign up, email us at training@supportworks.com  
with the following information:

Supportworks® Inc. is an approved provider of continuing education 
credits through the AIA, RCEP and the Florida State Board of Engineers.

HelixPro® 2.0 Design Software
A state-of-the-art program that allows you to calculate bearing 
and uplift capacities of Supportworks helical piles as well as 
tension capacities of Supportworks helical tiebacks as they 
pertain to specific site and soil parameters.

Register today to use this FREE program:  
www.helixpro.supportworks.com

• Name of the firm

• Location of firm

• Approximate number of
engineers/architects/GCs 
that will be in attendance

CARBONARMOR is the ideal, non-invasive solution to 

permanently stabilize block foundation walls. 

The CarbonArmor system uses carbon fiber-reinforced  

polymers that are many times stronger than steel, yet flexible 

enough to contour to bowing basement walls. Combined with 

our exclusive ArmorLock brackets, CarbonArmor straps prevent 

the wall from leaning in at the top and moving further inward. The 

straps are adhered with a high-strength epoxy resin that deeply 

penetrates both the carbon fiber and the wall itself.

Installation can be performed year-round with minimal 

disruption—often within a single day. Protect property  

value, regain basement space and restore peace of  

mind right away.

Guaranteed. 

The CarbonArmor system is backed by a 25-year  

product warranty from Supportworks® as well as a  

service warranty from your local contractor.

CARBONARMOR & ARMORLOCK ADVANTAGES

CARBONARMOR® & ARMORLOCK® SYSTEM

  Thin and narrow strap is  

minimally invasive with  

maximum strength

  High-strength epoxy  

permanently adheres to  

the wall

  ArmorLock brackets stop  

wall-tipping

  Fast installation and cure time

  Easily concealed or painted

  No disturbance to lawn  

or landscaping

  Low-profile system can be  

used in tight spaces

Stabilize and Secure 
Your Foundation Walls

THE POLYLEVEL SYSTEM from Supportworks 

stabilizes, lifts and levels concrete slabs with 

high-strength polyurethane foam. Pea-sized 

holes are drilled through the slab and the foam 

is injected to fill the void underneath. The 

installation technique allows the foam to expand 

as it cures, precisely lifting the slab back up. 

PolyLevel can be installed in a few hours, and 

the repaired slabs are ready for use again 

after just 15 minutes. Regain property value, 

improve quality of life and restore peace of 

mind right away.

POLYLEVEL ADVANTAGES

Lift and Level  
Your Concrete

POLYLEVEL® SYSTEM

  Lightweight formula adds virtually 

no weight to supporting soils

  None of the ugly patchwork  

effect that’s common with  

concrete replacement

  Material will not wash out or dry  

out like mudjacking

  Lifts and supports heavy loads

  Environmentally friendly

  Concrete surfaces can be used  

within minutes

  Clean installation system minimizes 

disruption to slabs and property

T H E  S M A R T J A C K  S Y S T E M  stabilizes crawl space beams and 

floor joists. It’s the ideal solution to lift the floors above the crawl 

space toward their original elevation and reduce floor “bounce” 

caused by weakened floor joists or excessive spans.

The SmartJack system addresses weak foundation soils by 

creating a solid base of engineered fill to distribute the weight 

of the home. Galvanized steel columns are cut to length, set 

on a cast aluminum footing and secured to existing girders or 

supplemental beams with adjustable top brackets. Heavy-duty 

threaded rods allow for adjustment and can even lift sagging 

and sloping floors.

The SmartJack system is proven to support loads far 

greater than common floor columns. Regain property value, 

improve quality of life and restore peace of mind right away.

Guaranteed. 

The SmartJack system is backed by a 25-year product 

warranty from Supportworks® as well as a service 

warranty from your local contractor.

SMARTJACK ADVANTAGES

SMARTJACK® SYSTEM

Permanently Stabilize 
Your Sagging Floors

  Engineered fill addresses  

problem soils

  Adjustable design enables custom  

fit for each SmartJack

  Immediately lifts sagging,  

sloping floors

  Quick installation, any time of  

year, with minimal disruption

  Eliminates threat of floor failure 

from moisture, mold and wood rot

  Zinc-plated and galvanized steel 

components resist corrosion 

The SmartJack® Crawl Space Support System is installed to provide supplemental vertical 

support for the structure’s floor system. SmartJacks are installed adjacent to existing settling columns, 

along the span of floor joists, and along the span of primary and secondary beams and girders. The 

system generally consists of a 2-feet-square by 2-feet-deep excavation backfilled with compacted 

crushed stone or recycled concrete, a cast aluminum base or precast concrete footing, round steel 

tube, threaded rod, and a top plate or other termination bracket. A poured concrete footing may be 

considered in lieu of, or as partial replacement for, the cube of crushed stone. 

 

A D VA N TA G E S :

• Adjustable design enables custom fit for each  
 SmartJack

• Quick, all-weather installation with minimal  
 disruption

• Eliminates threat of floor failure from moisture  
 and mold

• Immediately lifts sagging, sloping floors

The CarbonArmor® Wall Reinforcing System is a carbon fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP) system 

that is applied to the inside face of a foundation wall to add significant tensile reinforcement. It’s 

bonded to, and therefore works together (or compositely) with, the existing wall. The optional 

ArmorLock® system may be installed along with CarbonArmor to provide supplemental support to the 

wall’s top connection to the sill plate. CFRP systems stabilize existing walls in place and provide no 

mechanism to recover movement.

 

A D VA N TA G E S :

• High strength fabric and epoxy 

• Minimally invasive with maximum strength

• Low-profile system allows limited-access  
 installation

• ArmorLock system resists wall-tipping

• No disturbance to interior or exterior

• Quick installation and cure time

PolyLevel® Polyurethane Foam and Resin are used in a wide range of geotechnical and structural 

applications. The most commonly used products are two-part liquid urethanes that are mixed to expand 

into rigid foam to fill voids, stabilize concrete and lift concrete. PolyLevel foam injection is used to 

stabilize, lift and level floor slabs, pool decks, driveways, street sections, bridge approach slabs and more.     

 

A D VA N TA G E S :

• Lightweight

• Limited-access installation

• Hydrophobic material reacts even   
 in the presence of water

• High compressive strength

• Fast cure time

• Several blends available to support   
 unique applications

• Low mobilization costs

• Accurate and controlled lift

• Environmentally friendly



For more information about Supportworks, Inc.,  
or to locate a Supportworks dealer in your area,  
please visit supportworks.com or call 800.281.8545.

YOUR LOCAL DEALER

F E AT U R E D  S O L U T I O N S : 

•  GeoLock® Wall Anchor System

•  PowerBrace™ Wall Bracing System

•  CarbonArmor® Wall Reinforcing System 

•  SmartJack® Crawl Space Support System

•  PolyLevel® Polyurethane Foam & Resin
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